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Coincident with the global rise in concern about the spread of misinformation on social media, there has been an influx of behavioral research on so-called "fake news" (fabricated or false news headlines that are presented as if legitimate) and other forms of misinformation. These studies often present participants with news content that varies on relevant dimensions (e.g., true v. false, politically consistent v. inconsistent, etc.) and ask participants to make judgments (e.g., accuracy) or choices (e.g., whether they would share it on social media). This guide is intended to help researchers navigate the unique challenges that come with this type of research. Principle among these issues is that the nature of news content that is being spread on social media (whether it is false, misleading, or true) is a moving target that reflects current affairs in the context of interest. Steps are required if one wishes to present stimuli that allow generalization from the study to the real-world phenomenon of online misinformation. Furthermore, the selection of content to include can be highly consequential for the study's outcome, and researcher biases can easily result in biases in a stimulus set. As such, we advocate for pretesting materials and, to this end, report our own pretest of 224 recent true and false news headlines, both relating to U.S. political issues and the COVID-19 pandemic. These headlines may be of use in the short term, but, more importantly, the pretest is intended to serve as an example of best practices in a quickly evolving area of research.

Introduction

Coincident with the huge increase in concern about the spread of false and misleading content online (primarily through social media), there has been an influx of research across the social sciences on the topic. In this guide, we will explain the steps involved in an increasingly common subcategory of this body of work: Online or lab survey studies that present people with actual news headlines of varying quality and that take some measurements relating to those headlines (e.g., whether people believe them to be accurate or are willing to share them on social media). The present guide is of primary relevance for the psychology of fake news and misinformation (for a review, see Pennycook & Rand, 2021), but may be useful for other areas as well.

By accident of history, the studies that use this design tend to focus on the phenomenon of "fake news" (i.e., news headlines that are fabricated but presented as if legitimate and spread on social media; Lazer et al., 2018); however, one could use the same guide to create stimuli to test hypotheses using only true content from mainstream sources, or for false content that comes in other forms, etc. Thus, although this is a practical guide to doing research on fake news and misinformation, it's really a guide to doing behavioral research on "news" (or news-adjacent; e.g., memes) content that has ecological validity because it is taken from the real world (as opposed to being constructed by researchers). Furthermore, the guide is most relevant for studies of news headlines as opposed to full articles. The reason for this is that having participants read full news articles poses a host of methodological difficulties (e.g., do you allow people to decide how much of an article to read or try to enforce full attention?) and most people on social media do not typically read past the full headline anyway (Gabielkov et al., 2016). Nonetheless, aspects of this guide could easily be adapted to accommodate studies of full articles.

Background

The first published empirical study that used actual fake news headlines from social media as stimuli (see Figure 1...
for representative examples) investigated the role of exposure (and, specifically, repetition) on belief in true and false news content (Pennycook et al., 2018). Participants were presented with a set of political headlines that varied on two dimensions: 1) They were either "fake news" (i.e., examples of headlines that have been determined to be false by fact-checkers) or "real news" (i.e., examples of true headlines that come from mainstream news sources) and 2) They were either good for the Democratic party in the United States (Pro-Democrat) or good for the Republican party (Pro-Republican), based on a pretest (discussed subsequently). The key experimental manipulation was exposure: Some headlines were initially presented in a familiarity phase where participants were asked about familiarity or their willingness to share the headline on social media and, thus, when participants reached the critical assessment phase (where they judged the accuracy of each headline) some of the headlines had been previously seen in the context of the experiment. The critical finding is that a single prior exposure to the fake news headlines increased later belief in the headlines and that this was true even for those headlines that were inconsistent with people’s political partisanship (i.e., repetition increased belief even for headlines that were Pro-Republican among Democrats, and vice versa for Pro-Democratic headlines among Republicans). This brought new light to the long established "illusory truth effect" (Fazio et al., 2015; Hasher et al., 1977), at least as argued by the authors.

This basic paradigm of presenting participants with news headlines and varying aspects of the presentation or changing the questions that are asked of participants has been used in a number of published papers since this initial publication (see Pennycook & Rand, 2021). Although many studies have focused on people’s belief in fake versus real news (e.g., Allcott & Gentzkow, 2017; Pennycook & Rand, 2019; Vegetti & Mancosu, 2020), others have focused more on people’s willingness to share the content on social media (e.g., Altay et al., 2020; Osmundsen et al., 2021; Pennycook et al., 2021). However, an important caveat for these studies is that asking about both accuracy and social media sharing undermines inferences that one can make about the latter judgment. Specifically, recent work shows that people often do not consider whether a headline is accurate when they make judgments about whether they would be willing to share it (Pennycook, McPhetres, et al., 2020; Pennycook et al., 2021). Importantly, hypothetical judgments about social media sharing do correspond with actual sharing decisions on social media (specifically, the same headlines that people report a greater willingness to share in online surveys are actually shared more frequently on social media; Mosleh et al., 2020), so long as these sharing decisions are not being influenced by other questions in the study.

Other work focuses on interventions against fake news. Using actual true and false content from social media (and that is representative of the broader categories) is particularly important if one wants to make the argument that their favored intervention is likely to have an impact if implemented in the real world. This research has looked at factors such as fact-checking (Brashier et al., 2021; Clayton et al., 2019; Pennycook, Bear, et al., 2020), emphasizing news sources/publishers (Dias et al., 2020), digital media literacy tips (Guess, Lerner, et al., 2020), inoculation and other educational approaches (van der Linden et al., 2020), and subtly prompting people to think about accuracy to improve sharing decisions (Pennycook et al., 2021; Pennycook, McPhetres, et al., 2020).
Since research of this nature may have an impact on policy, it is particularly important for researchers to uphold a high standard for testing. This requires a strong understanding of the type of content that the interventions do and do not impact. To give a stylized and perhaps extreme example, one could easily devise an "intervention" that teaches people to be wary of a set of idiosyncratic features of fake news, such as the sole use of capital letters or the presence of spelling errors (these do, in fact, come up every once in a while). In testing this intervention, if only headlines that contain these features are used, it will make the intervention appear to be extremely effective at helping people distinguish between true and false news. However, if the intervention were tested on a random sample of fake news headlines (in which full caps and spelling errors are not particularly common overall), the researcher would realize the limits of the intervention as it would likely have no impact on people's ability to discern between true and false news outside of those particular tactics. This is a fundamental issue with all digital media literacy, inoculation, and (more broadly) educational approaches: Teaching people about the specific tactics that are used, or what features to look for when identifying fake news (and related) can only be effective insofar as the tactics continue to be used and the features continue to be present in the content that people come across in everyday life.

We will next outline a step-by-step guide to doing research of this nature based on the approach taken by the present authors. Of course, there are several ways to do such studies and alternative approaches will be discussed throughout. As discussed in Step 1, there are a number of assumptions that have to be made when doing research of this nature and so a major focus of this guide is to highlight these nuances.

**Step 1 – Selecting your misinformation**

One of the most critical things to keep in mind when researching fake news and misinformation is that these are not natural categories. When one makes reference to these things, it is actually a reference to whatever happens to exist as the present form of misinformation (or “true content”) that is occurring in the world. What this means is that using stimuli in a study (for the purpose of generalizing beyond the study) has to be informed by what is happening in the world.

If you wish to create your own fake news stimuli (as has been done in some studies; Pereira et al., 2020), you need to take extra care to make sure that your content is similar to what is seen in everyday life – otherwise your results cannot be taken to generalize (i.e., you won’t be researching fake news per se, but your own version of “fake news” which may or may not be representative of the larger category). Furthermore, many false headlines that sprout up on the internet are rarely shared; and, thus, the headlines that spread sufficiently widely to warrant a fact-check are pre-selected (in a sense) to be the type of content that contain the features that facilitate their spread on social media. For these reasons, it is often better (in our view) to obtain stimuli that actually has been spread on social media. Creating your own headlines means that you don’t (and can’t) know if they are the sort that would actually spread on social media, although there may be good theoretical reasons to do so. Nonetheless, it is critical that any investigation of fake news (and related) is sensitive to these issues and discusses them directly.

Whether or not you decide to create your own “fake news”, it is important to get a sense of what fake news looks like in the context that you are interested in. To state the obvious, if you would like to run a study on misinformation in Brazil, it would not make sense to use examples of fake news headlines from the United States. Relatedly, if you are reading this paper in 2025 and would like to run a study in the United States, the headlines mentioned in the pretest reported below are not going to be sufficiently up-to-date.

Now that you have some sense of the broader category of misinformation that you want to draw from, you can start searching for stimuli. Fortunately, there are numerous fact-checking organizations around the world that keep records of false or misleading content that is spread on the internet. A list of the signatories of the Poynter International Fact-Checking Network can be found here: https://ifcncodeofprinciples.poynter.org/signatories. Common fact-checking sources in North America are https://www.snopecs.com/, https://www.factcheck.org/, and https://www.politifact.com/. Another major fact-checking organization (internationally) is https://factcheck.afp.com/. Importantly, many falsehoods on these websites are not examples of “fake news” – again, it is up to you to decide what type of misinformation that you would like to research. For example, snopes.com uses “junk news” to refer specifically to news headlines that are false or misleading (“fake news”). However, they also fact-check false memes, widespread conspiracy theories, claims from politicians, etc.

You’ve found an example of misinformation that you would like to include in a study, what next? It depends on the class of misinformation. The fact-checking website will sometimes have an image of the falsehood with their explanation of why it is incorrect – if so, you’re set! Just save the image and you have your stimuli. If not, you will have to decide how you want the falsehood to be presented. For example, in the context of fake news headlines, it is often desirable to present the image in “Facebook format” – i.e., in the way that the headline would look if it were shared on Facebook (which is a particularly common source for fake news, at least in North America; Allcott et al., 2019; Del Vicario

---

1 There are, of course, cases where this does not hold. For example, McPhetres, Rand, and Pennycook (2020) investigated the specific role of “character deprecation” in the spread of fake news and found that, using real-world stimuli, Republicans preferred headlines that called the character of Democrats into question (relative to vice versa for Democrats). However, when we made up our own headlines that were perfectly matched in an experimental design (the headlines were inspired by “real” fake news headlines), the same result did not emerge. Thus, it appears that character deprecation is more common and salient in right wing news, but not because Republicans have a particularly strong predilection for it.
Figure 2. Step-by-step process of obtaining an image of a fake news headline.

(Note: This is just an example – results will vary.) A) Find a suitable headline (in this case, the headline came from Snopes: https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/aoc-pets/). B) Find link to original headline source in fact-check article (if you can’t find it, you may have to try searching online). C) Copy URL. D) Put URL in Facebook to generate a preview (important: Do not actually share the headline). In this case, Facebook blocked the URL. (In many cases, Step D is the final step because Facebook has not blocked the URL). E) Search online (via Google or whatever your favored search engine) for the content of the headline and find a non-fact-checked reference to it. F) Put that link into Facebook to generate a preview. Take a screenshot. G) Put the screenshot into picture editing software (e.g., MS Paint, Photoshop), remove the “X” in the top right corner (or whatever Facebook happens to generate when you’re performing this task – the “X” is not displayed when the headline is shared and should ideally be removed from the image) and save the image. Note: You may have to do some minimal editing of the post. In this case, the source “DailyWorldUpdate” places a subtle “satire” warning on the bottom left of the image, presumably so Facebook will not block their URLs. We simply removed this part of the image. What remains is a fairly close approximation of the originally fact-checked fake news article. The source has changed, but people are not familiar with these sources and, anyway, sources have very little impact on judgments for headlines of this sort (Dias et al., 2020). The overall process is typically easier than this example.

Step 2 – Selecting true content

For most studies, it won’t be enough to simply have misinformation. Often, for example, determining how people distinguish between true and false content is central (see Batailler et al., 2021; Pennycook & Rand, 2021 for a discussion of this issue). If you’re only interested in testing misinformation and not using a “true content” baseline or comparison, skip this step.

In a certain sense, finding misinformation is the easy part. This is because there is a clear way to operationalize “misinformation” – namely, those things that fact-checkers have identified as being false or misleading. When it comes to true content, there is a much larger world of possibilities. In our past work on fake news, we made an attempt to find true content that was similar in form to the false content. That is, we go to reliable mainstream sources such as The New York Times or Washington Post (which sources are reliable will depend on the country that you are running your study in) and find headlines that are not likely to be highly familiar to the average person. Note that, when choosing a source for true content, it is important for it to be reliable for the content to actually be true. There are many possible sources to choose from (and this number may increase in the future), so care is required.

In terms of what sort of stories to choose, very significant news events, such as a major natural disaster, may not make for very good content for studies that focus on belief because they are obviously true. They would also probably not be very good for studies that focus on sharing because people would not likely to be particularly willing to share them (assuming the study was run in the days or weeks following the news story, making it “yesterday’s news”). When searching for content, it is also important to sample from as many different sources as possible (preferably across political lines), so long as they are reliable.

An important consideration for true content (that is less a problem for false content) is that particularly salient or topical news headlines may quickly become outdated. Our favored approach is to select headlines that would make sense for someone to share several months after the headline was published because they describe events that could...
happen at any time. The pretest, described subsequently, has many examples of such headlines. At any rate, the literal process for obtaining the images for true content is more straightforward than for fake news: One merely has to put the URL into Facebook and a preview will generate.

As a brief aside, we suggest against only using true content that has been verified as such by fact-checkers (as done, for example, by Vosoughi et al., 2018) if you want to generalize to "true news" more broadly. This is because the type of true content that is fact-checked is not remotely representative of the larger category of "true" news: The only headlines for which fact-checking is necessary have (at least somewhat) ambiguous truth-claims. Many, if not most, "true" headlines are not the sort that even need fact-checking. For example, headlines that report on the results of an election (under normal circumstances), or headlines that report on the results of an election being disputed (under less than normal circumstances), or headlines that report on the spread of a global pandemic, or headlines that report on a direct statement made by a political figure or major event with numerous witnesses, etc.

**Step 3 – Consider completing a pretest**

Depending on the research that you wish to do, a pretest of the materials selected in Steps 1 and 2 may be a good idea. The fundamental issue is that individual biases from the researcher – not to mention pure randomness – will surely influence the headlines that are selected for the study in Steps 1 and 2. For this reason, if there is a dimension of the content that you have a particular interest in but that may vary across selected headlines, it may be a good idea to complete a pretest to quantify this variability and ensure that you use headlines in your study that vary in the way that you want them to.

To make this advice more concrete, we will present one of our own pretests. The impetus for this pretesting is largely to match headlines on political partisanship. For example, if one set out, with good intentions but without a pretest, to select (say) 20 headlines that are Pro-Democratic and 20 that are Pro-Republican, it is quite possible that the Pro-Democratic headlines end up being more Pro-Democratic than the Pro-Republican headlines are Pro-Republican (or vice versa), depending on who selects them (or even random chance). If this is central to the study – for example, because the goal is to investigate whether political ideology correlates with whether people fall for fake news – then a larger set of headlines need to be put into a pretest to confirm their partisanship. This requires extra time and money, but it is better than running a study and wondering if an interesting set of results is because of idiosyncratic choices in what to present people in the study.

For the sake of illustration, and also because the actual data and content may be of use to people, we will now describe a recent pretest that we ran in the United States on both political and COVID-19 true ("real") and false ("fake") news headlines. For this, we collected 224 news headlines of the following categories: 30 false COVID-19, 49 true COVID-19, 70 false political, 75 true political. The full collection of headlines can be found here: [https://osf.io/xyq4t/](https://osf.io/xyq4t/). The headlines are U.S.-centric, though many of the COVID-19 headlines may be appropriate for other countries. Importantly, the headlines are true and false at the time that they were collected. If you run a study, it is important to re-verify that the true/false labels continue to be accurate.

In past pretests, we have used an identical number across categories. In this case we just happened to collect this many good headlines and decided to run with what we had. Some of the false political headlines, in particular, are actually years old but have remained relevant (e.g., the racist "BLM Thug Protests President Trump With Selfie... Accidentally Shoots Himself In The Face" was fact-checked as false by Snopes.com on November 12th, 2016 but continues to be something that is representative of the type of false content that, unfortunately, is shared on the political right in the U.S. - and, in fact, the image used in the headline is from, at least, 2012: [https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/blm-thug-shoots-himself-taking-selfie-with-gun-in-protest-of-trump/](https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/blm-thug-shoots-himself-taking-selfie-with-gun-in-protest-of-trump/).

The study was run on Lucid, which is a polling firm that collects U.S. samples that are quota-matched to national demographics on age, gender, region, and ethnicity (Coppock & McClellan, 2019). We had a target of 2,000 participants. This large of a sample was needed in this case because we only gave each participant 10 of the headlines (randomly selected from the full set) – see below for further discussion of methodological considerations. We chose 10 headlines in this case because the study was completed online (as is true of every other study on fake news cited herein), so we tried to keep the length of the study as short as possible. Furthermore, participants were asked 9 different questions for each presented headline (from Table 1 and listed in order of presentation for the pretest: d, e, f, g, h, k, l, m, a). It is not necessary to ask so many questions, of course. Participants also answered several demographics questions and a couple of attention checks. Full materials are available on OSF: [https://osf.io/xyq4t/](https://osf.io/xyq4t/). The pretest was completed using Qualtrics survey software – the ‘.qsf’ file is also available on OSF.

To counteract low quality responding, we created an initial attention check and participants who failed were not allowed to continue the study. Specifically, participants were asked "Puppy is to dog as kitten is to?" and any response that didn’t approximate "cat" was considered an attention check fail. Of the 2,697 participants who made it past the consent screen, 474 failed this attention check (although 3 In other pretests, we randomly selected headlines from within the subsets, meaning that participants only (for example) saw false or true headlines. There are positives and negatives with both approaches: Selecting from within sets is justified if one only wishes to compare headlines from within the sets (e.g., by selecting only the most political false headlines and, separately, the most political true headlines). In this case, we fully randomized across the full set because judgments about, for example, how political the COVID-19 headlines are should be informed by the presence of other headlines that were selected explicitly to be political.

Collabra: Psychology
Table 1. Some of the questions we have asked people in our past work on fake news and misinformation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) If you were to see the above article on social media, how likely would you be to share it?</td>
<td>1. Extremely unlikely, 2. Moderately unlikely, 3. Slightly unlikely, 4. Slightly likely, 5. Moderately likely, 6. Extremely likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) To the best of your knowledge, is the claim in the above headline accurate?</td>
<td>1. Not at all accurate, 2. Not very accurate, 3. Somewhat accurate, 4. Very accurate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) To the best of your knowledge, is the claim in the above headline accurate?</td>
<td>1. Yes, 2. No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Assuming the above headline is entirely accurate, how important would this news be?</td>
<td>1. Extremely unimportant, 2. Moderately unimportant, 3. Slightly unimportant, 4. Slightly important, 5. Moderately important, 6. Extremely important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m) Are you familiar with the above headline (have you seen or heard about it before)?</td>
<td>1. Not at all, 2. Slightly, 3. Somewhat, 4. Moderately, 5. Very much, 6. Extremely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n) Are you familiar with the above headline (have you seen or heard about it before)?</td>
<td>1. Yes, 2. Unsure, 3. No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A further 4 participants did not answer this question and were removed from the data set. In the resulting item-level report for the 224 headlines, each question has three columns: Democrat ratings, Republican ratings, and Overall ratings (equally weighing Democrat and Republican ratings). Due to randomization and missing data (skipped questions), the number of overall ratings that went into each mean for the item-level report varied. As an example,
N’s varied from 31-77 for Democrats (Mean N = 49) and 22-61 for Republicans (Mean N = 40) for the likelihood question. The item-level norm data and the full participant-level data set are both available on OSF: https://osf.io/xvq4t/. Note that this was put in an Microsoft Excel file for easy access and visualization. Caution is necessary if you intend on analyzing these data using Excel (the file can easily be converted to other formats for analysis).

We will now walk through the item-level data to facilitate use by other research groups. The excel file (see the above OSF link) has 5 tabs: 1) The full list of items listed in order of the corresponding item number in the participant-level data file (there is no meaning behind the order, apart from being alphabetical based on file names within the sets), 2) Only the COVID_Fake items, 3) Only the COVID_True items, 4) Only the Political_Fake items, 5) Only the Political_True items. The sets are separated into individual sheets because this facilitates the selection of items. Naturally, it is entirely up to the individual researcher to decide what characteristics to use for selection. Recall that we asked nine questions for each item, which means that if you’re (for example) looking to run a study with particularly funny or anxiety provoking items, then you can use this data to find such items.

The data includes summaries of the actual content of the headlines (but check the image files for the full headlines) and columns for each of the 9 recorded variables. As noted, each numerical value represents the mean for either Democrats or Republicans ("Combined" is the mean of these two means, placing equal weights on Democrat vs. Republican). Each variable also includes a "Diff" column which is the difference between the mean ratings for Democrats and Republicans; this is helpful for identifying points of disagreement in, for example, perceived likeliness/plausibility. [For the sake of curiosity, the false headline that had the greatest partisan disagreement was (verbatim) “THE ‘OBAMA FOUNDATION’ JUST BROKE ITS FIRST FEDERAL LAW” from "weaponstricks.com” – mean likelihood was 4.42 (slightly-to-moderately likely) for Republicans and 2.8 (slightly unlikely) for Democrats. The overall correlation, at the item-level, between likelihood ratings between Democrats and Republicans was nonetheless quite high, r(223) = .60.]

To demonstrate the process that one might use to select headlines, we have placed a secondary item-level data file that sorts and organizes the data based on partisanship. Imagine the goal of the study is to investigate whether people engage in motivated reasoning when being presented with false and true news headlines (Pennycook & Rand, 2019); for this, it would be important to select headlines that are politically contentious. This is the purpose of the partisanship question (’e’ in Table 1), where ‘1’ means the headline, if true, would be quite positive for the Democratic Party whereas ‘0’ means it would be quite positive for the Republican Party. To select headlines, in this case, we use the combined Democrat/Republican score because the correlation between the partisanship ratings for Democrats and Republicans is quite high, r(223) = .76. We then simply sort the data based on this combined partisanship score.

The data file also includes a "baseline" calculation, which is the difference between the rating and scale midpoint. This allows for a direct comparison of relative partisanship across both sides of the aisle, as it were. We then, for simplicity, colour-code the items that are nominally below the scale midpoint for partisanship in blue (for Pro-Democratic) and those above the midpoint in red (for Pro-Republican). Of course, some of the items are quite neutral on this measure; for example, "Coconut oil’s history in destroying viruses, including Coronaviruses", a false headline, was rated as a combined 3.45 on the scale (midpoint = 3.5).

On whatever measure that you happen to be interested in, it is important to keep in mind that it is likely that selecting the items that are highest/lowest on the measure will create imbalance. For example, the mean difference from baseline in partisanship for the five most Pro-Democratic true political headlines is 1.06 whereas the same difference for the five most Pro-Republican true political headlines is .82. If there was no pretest and we, somehow by sheer luck, selected the 10 headlines that are the strongest examples of Pro-Democratic and Pro-Republican headlines and put them in a study, we would nonetheless have headlines that are more Pro-Democratic than they are Pro-Republican. What this means, then, is if we want to balance on this element, we need to swap out some headlines.

As a tip, a tactic we use is to take the smaller value as a baseline (e.g., in this case, the true Pro-Republican headlines are at .82, which means we need to revise the selection of Pro-Democratic headlines so that the mean is also ~.82 – and, ideally, we can find headlines that match the distribution of scores in the more constrained category). Our selection of five true political headlines that are equally partisan across party lines can be found in Table 2. This, of course, is only an example: we went with five headlines of each category for mere demonstrative simplicity. You may want more headlines, or headlines of a different quality. Furthermore, these headlines are only matched on partisanship. Indeed, Republicans rated the five Pro-Republican headlines that were selected as more likely to be true (Mean = 4.37) relative to how Democrats rated the five Pro-Democratic headlines on likelihood (Mean = 3.95). By chance, importance was roughly similar (Democrats rating Pro-Democratic headlines, Mean = 4.24; Republicans rating Pro-Republican headlines, Mean = 4.26). Naturally, other variables differ as well – and it may not be possible to find a set of headlines that is perfectly matched across all the measured variables. It is up to the individual researcher to decide what variables are important to balance across (and there are, of course, elements that will differ that haven’t been measured here!). The excel file with the items from Table 2 placed in bold ("partisanship selection example") can be found on OSF: https://osf.io/xvq4t/.

Step 4 – Creating your experiment

We’re now reaching the end of the practical utility of this guide as the way in which you create your experiment will depend on what you wish to experiment on. Nonetheless, we will offer some general tips and pointers.

We’ll begin by returning to a point that we’ve repeated a few times now: The selection of your content is absolutely central to the validity of your study. The selection should be done with the experiment or study in mind. For example,
Table 2. An example set of true political headlines that are balanced on partisanship.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partisan Lean</th>
<th>Headline</th>
<th>Combined Partisanship Score</th>
<th>Difference from Baseline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pro-Democratic</td>
<td>“Top Democrats say postmaster general acknowledged new policies that workers say are delaying mail” (washingtonpost.com)</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“District of Columbia Sues Inaugural Committee For ‘Grossly Overpaying’ at Trump Hotel” (npr.org)</td>
<td>2.635</td>
<td>0.865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Facebook removes Trump ads with symbols once used by Nazis” (apnews.com)</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Watchdog: ICE doesn’t know how many veterans it has deported” (nbcnews.com)</td>
<td>2.745</td>
<td>0.755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Republican anxiety grows as Democratic Senate challengers outraise incumbents” (cnn.com)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.689</td>
<td>0.822</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Pro-Republican | “Trump signs ‘buy American first’ pharma executive order” (cnn.com) | 4.2                          | 0.7                      |
|               | “Plant a trillion trees: Republicans offer fossil-friendly climate fix” (reuters.com) | 4.205                      | 0.705                    |
|               | “Trump welcomes ‘The Walking Marine’ to White House” (apnews.com) | 4.36                         | 0.86                     |
|               | “Black GOP House candidate praises Trump in convention speech” (apnews.com) | 4.36                        | 0.86                     |
|               | “Trump gets endorsement of NYC police union, warns ‘no one will be safe in Biden’s America” (nbcnews.com) | 4.495                      | 0.995                    |
|               | Mean                                                                     | 4.32                        | 0.824                    |

Note: A partisanship score of 1 = More favorable for Democrats, 6 = More favorable for Republicans

in an early study (Pennycook & Rand, 2019), we used fake news to test a popular theory about motivated reasoning ("identity-protective cognition", see Kahan, 2013, 2017), in which it is argued, contrary to much work in the dual-process tradition (Evans & Stanovich, 2013; Kahneman, 2011), that reasoning facilities partisan bias and higher cognitive capacities should therefore be associated with increased ideological polarization in terms of fake news belief. Contrary to this account, we found that people who are more reflective reasoners are better at discerning between true and false news content regardless of whether it was consistent or inconsistent with their political ideology. For this study, it was essential to have headlines that were highly political as those are the type of headlines that should facilitate partisan bias. We therefore used a pretest to confirm this (see Table 2 for an example of how).

How many headlines/pieces of content should be presented? Again, this will depend on your experiment. Our only suggestion here is to run smaller batches of participants initially to time out your experiment so that it is not too long or fatiguing. Naturally, the more headlines you have initially to time out your experiment so that it is not too long or fatiguing. Naturally, the more headlines you are presented with, the more noise you will get. One thing worth considering is, instead of selecting some subset of headlines (e.g., 20 in total), one could randomize across a large set of headlines while keeping the number presented low. That is, the content for your experiment may be 40 headlines, but participants are only shown a random selection of 20. This will improve your ability to generalize (since your results will be based on twice as many headlines sampled from the world), although it will likely add some noise to your experiment. If you are committed to studying, for example, fake news per se, then this may be a good strategy. If you are simply using fake news to test other hypotheses (as in the motivated reasoning example above), then selecting 20 really good headlines may be a better strategy.

Another central question is what you plan on asking participants about. For reference, I’ve listed questions that we’ve used in the past in Table 1. One central consideration for studies of this nature is that the order that questions are asked is very important. For example, asking about accuracy changes subsequent judgments about (hypothetical) sharing on social media (Pennycook et al., 2021; Pennycook, McPhetres, et al., 2020).

In terms of what instructions to give people, this again will depend on your study. For generic studies where people are simply presented with a set of headlines and asked some sort of question(s) about them, we use variations on the following (depending on what people are asked – these instructions were used in the pretest outlined above): “You will be presented with a series of actual news headlines. There are [N] in total. We are interested in your opinion about the following: 1) Do you think that the headline is likely to be true? 2) Is the headline more favorable for Democrats or Republicans? 3) Is the headline important? 4) Is the headline anxiety or anger provoking? 5) Have you ever seen or heard about the news story before? 6) Would you consider sharing the headline on social media?”

A key question is where to recruit participants. We have used six sources in the past few years for online studies that we will list here for simplicity: Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (https://www.mturk.com/), Prolific (https://www.prolific.co), Qualtrics panels (https://www.qualtrics.com/re-
Step 5 – Analyzing the data

Your analyses will depend on your experiment. As a brief note, however, it has been common practice in cognitive and social psychology to collapse across items of the same category (e.g., true versus false headlines) and compare average responses across categories (e.g., an ANOVA predicting average accuracy ratings using the interaction between headline veracity and experimental condition). However, it turns out that this averaging approach can inflate the likelihood of false positives, as it obscures potential variation that exists across items (Barr et al., 2013; Judd et al., 2012). Thus, it is important to conduct the analysis at the level of the individual rating, rather than averaging. Psychologists typically do such analyses using multi-level models with crossed random effects for subject and headline; economists typically use regressions with standard errors clustered on subject and headline.

Another issue relates to whether one focuses on “discernment” (otherwise referred to as “sensitivity” or “overall accuracy”) versus “bias” (otherwise referred to as “overall belief”) (Batailler et al., 2021; Pennycook & Rand, 2021), or both (e.g., Bronstein et al., 2019). This distinction is a classic issue in signal detection theory (Wickens, 2002): Someone who (for example) does not believe any fake news headlines may have the appearance of being highly discerning in their belief; however, if they also don’t believe any true news headlines than they can be said to have a bias toward rejection or disbelief and are actually weak at discerning what is or is not true. In studies that have focused on analytic thinking (e.g., Pennycook & Rand, 2019), the tendency has been to focus on people’s ability to discern between true and false news (i.e., having a large difference in belief between true and false news, calculated simply as true minus false news4). However, one may also be interested in the overall tendency for people to believe claims regardless of whether they are true or false (e.g., because of an interest in political consistency; see Batailler et al., 2021).

Other considerations

As with other areas of academic inquiry, it is important to maintain open science practices. In the case of fake news research, this will often involve sharing materials that are taken from the internet. One may wish to discuss copyright issues with the relevant experts at their own institution prior to sharing materials (e.g., by putting them on the Open Science Framework’s website, as we’ve done). Our understanding is that sharing screenshots of content via the OSF that could have otherwise been shared openly on social media clearly falls into the realm of “fair use” in the United States or “fair dealing” in Canada, but please do not consider this legal advice. One benefit of storing materials on OSF is that they can be easily removed if issues emerge surrounding copyright. Finally, when publishing the screenshots in an academic paper (as we have done here), the journal may have policies on copyright that they will surely discuss with you.

Another issue to consider is the relatively unique ethical considerations that come with doing research on misinformation and fake news. First, it is important to be aware of the costs and benefits of showing participants examples of misinformation in studies. This is obviously necessary for us to learn about the psychology of misinformation, which is something that could produce a long term benefit for people. On the other hand, as discussed above, a single prior exposure to a fake news headline does increase later belief in the headline (Pennycook et al., 2018); thus, there may be consequences to exposing people to misinformation. One mitigation strategy is to debrief people at the end of the experiment by explaining which headlines were accurate. It is important to note that most people do not believe most of the fake news headlines that have been used in the published work so far (Pennycook & Rand, 2021). Still, it is possible that particular content will be especially convincing and impactful, and this is something that researchers need to bear in mind.

A second issue is that misinformation may target vulnerable groups or may be offensive in some way. Again, it is important to be mindful of what content people are being presented and one must avoid harm. Related to this, researchers who are tasked with finding examples of misinformation for use in studies will likely encounter offensive content. This risk needs to be considered deeply when doing research of this type and mental health supports may be necessary.

A final consideration is that this guide largely focuses on misinformation spread on Facebook (e.g., by producing examples in a “Facebook format”; note that this is similar to Twitter). There are, of course, many other sources of misinformation (both on social media and otherwise), such as WhatsApp (Garimella & Eckles, 2020; Machado et al., 2019), TikTok (Basch et al., 2021), YouTube (Donzelli et al., 2018; Hussein et al., 2020), Reddit (Achimescu & Chachev, 2021), and Parler (Baines et al., 2021), among others. Nonetheless, many of the most substantial considerations considered herein will be relevant regardless of the source of the misinformation. In any case, investigating misinformation holistically without putting undue focus on particular forms or sources of misinformation is an important goal.

Conclusion

Online misinformation is not likely to go away, unfortu-
nately. It is therefore absolutely necessary for social scientists to form a better understanding of why and how falsehood has spread so easily on social media platforms. Fortunately, as outlined in this practical guide, there are steps that can be taken to build robust surveys and experiments using "real world" examples of news content. There are challenges that come with doing research on a topic that is inexorably linked to current affairs, but if we can build a collective knowledge-base around the issue, perhaps it will not take a miracle for meaningful interventions to have an impact on the quality of content that people share on social media.
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